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Brief Overview


Effective for Public entities in 2018



Effective for Private entities in 2019



New Five Step Process



Purpose was to improve differences in application of prior standards



Implementation guides for certain industries





Engineering and Construction



Software

Applies to all contracts except


Lease contracts



Insurance contracts



Financial instruments



Guarantees



Non-monetary exchanges

Brief Overview

The Good News:
•The results from the first year of implementation of public companies is that
there were few significant changes to the revenue recognition numbers.
•Created opportunity to analyze customer contracts and increase
understanding in the how the company makes money
•Principal based approach with much judgement
The not-as-good news
•Financial statement disclosures are significantly different and longer
•Implementation took longer than anticipated
•Principal based approach with much judgement

The Five Step Process
1
1) Identify the
contract(s) with the
customer

2
2) Identify the
performance
obligations in the
contract

3
3) Determine the
transaction price

4
4) Allocate the
transaction price to
the performance
obligations in the
contract

5
5) Recognize the
revenue as the entity
satisfies a
performance
obligation

The Five Step Process


Step 1: Identify customer contracts.


Obtain goods or services for consideration



Creates enforceable rights and obligations



Written, verbal, or implied by customary business practices



All the following must be met:





Contract has been approved



Rights and payment terms regarding the goods and services can be identified



Commercial substance



Probable that substantially all the consideration that is entitled will be collected

Contracts should be combined if


Negotiated as a package with single commercial objective



Amount of consideration to be paid in one depends on the price of the other



Single performance obligation

The Five Step Process


Step 2: Identify performance obligations.



A performance obligation is a promise in a contract with a customer to transfer
distinct goods or services to that customer.




Identify promises to transfer goods and services


Not all activities performed transfer a good or service



Including implied promises

Separate promises into performance obligations


Distinct



Regularly sell on its own

The Five Step Process



Step 3: Determine the transaction price.



The transaction price is the amount an entity expects to be entitled to for
fulfilling its obligation to transfer the promised goods or services to a
customer

The Five Step Process



Step 4: Allocate the transaction price to performance obligations.



Amount of consideration an entity expects to be entitled to in exchange for satisfying
the performance obligation



Based on the relative standalone selling price of each performance obligation



Contract for $100 with three performance obligations


Design, Build, and Deliver $50



Training $25



Service $25

The Five Step Process



Step 5: Recognize revenue when (or as) performance obligations are
satisfied.



Performance obligations are satisfied by transferring a promised good or
service to a customer



The good or service is considered transferred when (or as) the customer
obtains control



A performance obligation may be satisfied over time or at a point in time


Recognize as progress towards satisfaction of performance obligation

Disclosure Requirements



Balance Sheet will have new line items:


Contract Assets: Right to consideration in exchange for goods and
services that have been transferred to a customer




Contract Liabilities: An obligation to transfer a good or service to a
customer for which consideration has been received




Unbilled Revenue

Deferred revenue

Statement of Operations
Revenue recognized from contracts with customers is separately
reported
 Impairment losses are separately reported


Disclosure requirements
Qualitative and Quantitative information


Disaggregated revenue


Type good and service, Geographic region, market type, types of contracts, contract duration,
timing, and sales channels



Contract balances



Performance obligations


When an entity typically satisfies its performance obligations



Significant payment terms



Nature of goods to be transferred



Obligations for returns, refunds, and other similar obligations



Significant judgements



Practical Expedients (only for public)

Disclosure requirements



Practical Expedients


Financing components under one year



Incremental costs are expensed if for period one year or less



Assets recognized from costs to obtain contract may be expensed if under one year



Private companies do not need to disclose election of these

Implementation


Requires retrospective adoption using either:


A full retrospective adoption for all prior periods presented in the period of
adoption, or



A modified retrospective adoption with a cumulative effect adjustment as of
the date of initial application.




Adjustment to beginning retained earnings

Implementation best practices


How contracts are written



Changes to accounting software or ERP systems



Involve your external CPAs and auditors early



Tax planning
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